
Learn more at www.sdocs.com or contact us  
at sales@sdocs.com or +1 (800) 519-3627

Close the gap between lead-to-cash with data-driven documents  
that improve accuracy, increase efficiency, and help you close deals faster.

How S-Docs Improves Digital Revenue Processes

Salesforce Revenue Cloud accelerates revenue growth across all your go-to-market channels. 
S-Docs allows you to generate and deliver quotes, proposals, and invoices from Revenue Cloud 
with complete accuracy - no matter how complex the deal. By instantly compiling data config-
ured through Salesforce CPQ & Billing, S-Docs gets your documents created and signed faster 
- enabling sales teams to spend less time on manual work and more time selling.

Data-Driven Documents, Every Step of the Way

At every step of the buyer’s journey, S-Docs delivers the right documents when you need them, 
no matter your delivery channel, so your team never loses momentum and deals close faster.

100% Native Document Generation 
& E-Signature For Salesforce Revenue Cloud

The Smart Choice 
S-Docs for Salesforce Revenue Cloud adds perfect quotes, proposals, and invoices to your revenue lifecycle.  
And since it’s a 100% native app, it operates entirely within the Salesforce Cloud. Generate thousands of 

documents with thousands of line items - faster, more securely, and more intuitively.

Create Data-Driven  
Agreements: Generate 
and send complex 
documents with 
thousands of line items 
and data merged from 
anywhere in Salesforce

Request & Collect 
E-Signatures: Route 
your quotes, contracts, 
invoices, and other 
documents for secure 
e-signature and track 
it all in Salesforce

Automate Quoting 
& Billing: Automate 
your entire document & 
e-sign workflows based 
on Salesforce triggers 
for an easier & more 
intuitive quote-to-cash 
process

Complex Conditional 
Logic: Generate 
documents with 
dynamic content based 
on business rules, 
such as different T&C’s 
depending on which 
products or discounts 
the deal contains

High-Volume Batch 
Invoices: Generate 
thousands of documents 
at once. Schedule 
batches of invoices to be 
created and sent when 
your accounts are due  
for renewal

100% Native to Salesforce: S-Docs 
leverages the power of the Salesforce 
Platform for faster processing and a 
seamless fit into your quoting & billing 
workflows
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